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Each person resonates to every word, if he understands it and wants to know how much he can use the thinking and understanding speech done in completely different situations¹². My philosophy of cosmic being promotes the information medicine so that everyone could understand the primary significance of own and social health along with importance of caring about the world inhabited by people. The existence of information rays was proved by experimental documentation of sight's nature as integrated part of reality which can be revealed by intellectual observations. Information rays pass through all informational spacetime (information pattern field) without obstacles and interact with matter and energy according to the quantum principle of equivalence \( E = i mc^2 \), e.g. natural laws of fertility and carcinogenesis links applied medicine with modern technology³⁴. The most dangerous is the constantly increase of abnormal courses of pregnancy and birth also due to iatrogenic procedures by neglect of assistance in actual preterm labour before true individual term, or even worse – by preterm labour induction⁵⁸. Also the most important Jesus’ self-portrait as informgraph was created by the resonance of His informational rays with an information pattern of covering layer of burial cloths without affecting further layers of shroud. Humans view their own consciousness as the non-material motivation for their lives and actions according to their own values of social life and livelihood. A lot of information is passed on as true and correct, but not always is known who has created it and for what reason, or in what surroundings it manifests itself.
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